IES Consulting – Your internship abroad!

Language assistant in VALENCIA
WHERE? Spain
WHEN? Position available all year
DURATION: minimum 3 months
HOW MANY HOURS? Full-time, 40h/week
This company is an international language school based in Valencia. It was founded as an
English school and it mainly offers English group and individual classes to its clients, but it's
also improving the language choice by giving Italian, French, German and Chinese language
classes. It's planning to open two new academies in Valencia, and it's looking for English
speaking teaching assistants, with a solid possibility of being hired after the internship
period.
Before you start recruitment process, please check with
your school if they would accept UNIVERSITY
AGREEMENT which needs to be signed at the end of
recruitment process.

The tasks:

The intern will take part in the classes as a teaching assistant. Classes vary in content and could be focused on
listening skills, grammar, speaking or Cambridge exams preparation. The intern will be in charge of giving
conversation classes, previously prepared together with the head teacher. They are quite interactive and
include debates and trending topics. In this kind of classes audio and media are normally used. There could be
times when the intern has one-to-one conversation lessons with some of the school' students. Depending on
company's needs and on tutor's instructions, it's also possible that the intern participate in other tasks like:
translations, writing content for the webpage and/or blogs, social media management, digital communication
via internet...

We are looking for:
 Studies: Pedagogy, Foreign Languages, Philology, Sociology
 Languages: HIGH ENGLISH
We offer:
 Remuneration:

500€/month + free Spanish course

 Interesting tasks, international and pleasant work environment

APPLY NOW!

Please send us your CV in English or Spanish to

praktyki@ies-consulting.es with the title Language Assistant Valencia
* Our recruitment process is free. Only if you get accepted and the company confirms your
application, we will require an administration fee. All our internships provide salary, so we
guarantee that costs of the service will pay off.

